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Abstract 

Personal care industry is competitive and consumers’ opinion – based on sensorial perception – is decisive for 
success of a product or brand. In this context, environmental factor may be a market differential. Hence, this 
study compared energetic and environmental performance related to the production of 1.0 m3 of two 
mouthwashes which meet different consumers for organoleptic aspects, but presenting the same primary function. 
The evaluation was conducted according to Life Cycle Assessment technique. This brought up that Product ‘A’, a 
formula with short chain alcohol, presents Primary Energy Demand equal to 77.4 GJ/FU, while Product ‘B’, 
containing alcohol with multiple hydroxyl groups, requires 20.3 GJ/FU. In terms of impacts from emissions, 
Product ‘A’ again demonstrated lower performance versus Product ‘B’. In this case, unfavorable results of Climate 
Change, Agricultural Land Occupation and Water Depletion categories are pointed out. For all these impacts, 
significant contribution of inerting fluid is noticed in Product ‘A’ processing. Thus, consumption quantity of this 
utility material was varied for a Sensitivity Analysis. As reference for this estimative, the equivalence between 
Climate Change performance of ‘A’ and ‘B’ was assumed. In this condition, Product ‘A’ Primary Energy Demand 
decreased to 38.8 GJ/FU: a 50% reduction. In other exploratory assessment, Carbon Balance was carried out to 
both products, which sequestered CO2 portions from air were incorporated and biogenic quantity of the same 
compound was emitted to atmosphere. From this perspective, environmental performance of ‘A’ significantly 
surpassed ‘B’, since the first product was able to capture more carbon than its emission. The conclusions of this 
study are useful for future developments which can be implemented in the product systems of both personal care 
items. 
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